Join us for

IEEE CN Smart Cities Boston

November 15, 2023, 12 pm PST

Live Stream from Seattle Washington

Why is Boston considered one of the top Smart Cities in the World? Find out today on what Boston is doing for Smart Water, Smart Health, Smart Connectivity, Smart Mobility and Smart Governance.

The concept of converting a whole city into a smart city with new technology all around gathering data or executing certain tasks is difficult to execute, albeit rewarding for monetary, safety, and efficiency reasons. There can be many hurdles to adding IoT technology into cities; regulations, cost, and the support from multiple companies and the city itself. With the popularity of IoT and data management increasing and up to 66% of people supporting implementing smart city technology, many programs have been created to help cities adopt smart city concepts and implement them, ranging from the U.S. to Southeast Asia.

Register at: https://events.vtools.ieee.org/m/378373